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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the operator equation 
21 = F(X, u), (1.1) 
where F: R x E -+ E is a completely continuous mapping and E is a real 
Banach space. Assuming that F(h, 0) = 0 and that F may be written as 
F(h, u) = XAu + r(h, u), ‘(1.2) 
where A is a compact linear operator and 7(X, u) = o(II u 11) as 11 u II -+ 0 uniformly 
with respect to h in compact intervals, it is well-known (Krasnosel’skii’s bifurca- 
tion theorem) that all characteristic values .of A which are of odd multiplicity 
are bifurcation points (see e.g. Krasnosel’skii [9]). Rabinowitz [14] has extended 
this result by showing that in fact continua of nontrivial solutions (a solution 
of (1.1) is thought of as a pair (h, u) which satisfies (1.1) and such a solution is 
nontrivial if its second component zc f 0) bifurcate from characteristic values 
of odd multiplicity which either are unbounded or must also bifurcate from 
another characteristic value. 
Nonlinear eigenvalue problems of the type (1.1) where F is no longer Fr&het 
differentiable were first studied for specific types of equations. 
Using simple polar coordinate techniques (Priifer transformation) Bailey [I] 
studied nonlinear Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problems with nondifferentiable 
nonlinearities. He considered equations of the type 
subject to separated boundary conditions where f satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
with respect to both variables (see [l] for the precise conditions) and concludes 
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that the set of real numbers X for which such problems have a nontrivial solution 
consists of a sequence of nonempty sets .A, and if h E A, and y(f, A) is a nontrivial 
solution, then y has exactly 12 zeros in (0, z). That these nontrivia solutions, 
in fact, bifurcate from the real axis cannot be concluded from Bailey’s 
argument. 
Using similar ideas, detailed a priori estimates Hartman, [7] recently obtained 
much more general existence results for nonlinear eigenvalue problems containing 
(1.2), both in the case where separated and where generalized periodic boundary 
conditions are imposed. 
The principle motivation for much of this work is a recent paper by Berestycki 
[2]. He considers the nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem 
Lu = Am + f(h, u, u’) + g(X, u, u’) (1.3) 
together with separated boundary conditions. It is assumed that L is a regular 
Sturm-Liouville operator, 1 f [ < M 1 u 1, and j g 1 = o(lu ! + 1 u’ I). If A1 < 
42 < . . . <A, ( . . . are the eigenvalues of L, Berestycki shows that at least 
one continuum of solutions bifurcates from each interval [Ati - &f/a0 , XI, + M/&j 
where a, = rninoGsGR Q(S). Furthermore, at least one of the continua bifurcating 
from [A, - M/aO-, A, + M/a,] has the right nodal properties (see [2] for a 
more precise description of the results). The technique used in [2] is to imbed 
the problem (1.3) into a family of such problems: 
Lu = Aazc + f (A, u I 21 Is, 24’) +g(h, 21, u’), 0 < E G 1. (l-4) 
Since for E > 0, the Rabinowitz theorem is applicable, the problem is deter; 
mining what haphens.as c ---f 0. This method works well and can be abstracted 
to a more genera1 setting provided one knows a priori that the bifurcating 
continua, guaranteed by the Rabinowitz theorem for E > 0, are unbounded 
continua and that they cannot “connect up”, or collapse, as E --f 0. The known 
nodal pronerties of the continua for (1.4), E > 0, are used by Berestycki to 
insure that this happens. Thus, the approximation method described above 
does not seem to be suitable for a general theory of bifurcation without -dif- 
ferentiability assumptions. In section 2 we give an example (Example 4) where 
the approximation method fails. 
The results of -Krasnosel’skii and Rabinowitz have also been extended by 
Turner [IS] to the case whereF(X, u) has the form (1.2) with Y(X, U) = g(X, u)uI 
where g(h, U) is a compact operator for each (A, U> satisfying certain properties. 
Depending upon the nature of g, one is able to conclude bifurcation from certain 
compact real intervals which contain an odd number (counting multiplicity) 
of characteristic, values of A. 
Based on ideas of Lasota and Opial [lo], Chow and Lasota [3], Szostak [lq 
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and Schmidt [15], we derive a bifurcation theory for equation (1.1) in case F 
satisfies a “differentiability” condition of the following type 
w, 4 E Mu + #(A, u) + r(h $9 
where A is as before but &Y and Y: R x E -+ 2E are such that &’ is upper 
semicontinuous, positive homogeneous in u, compact, and starlike with respect 
to 0 (see chapter 2 for precise definitions) and if r, : R x E -+ E is a selection 
of r(h, u), i.e., r,(h, U) E r(h, U) then r,(h, U) = o(]l u /I), uniformly with respect 
to h in compact intervals. We consider the variational equation of (1 .l) along 0 
to be the contingent equation 
u E AA.4 + #(A, 24). (1.5) 
Letting Z to be the set of characteristic values of (1.5) (set of X such that (1.5) 
has a nontrivial solution) we conclude that the set 98 of bifurcation points 
(usual definition) of (1.1) is contained in ,Z and further if there exists [a, b], 
a, b # Z, such that [a, b] contains an odd number of characteristic values of A, 
then [n, b] n G8 # @ and continua bifurcate from [a, b] which essentially 
satisfy the Rabinowitz alternatives [14]. I n addition we establish in chapter 2 
a result which may be used to deduce that the bifurcating continua are unbouded. 
This result is new even in the differentiable case and its use is again illustrated 
in chapter 4, where we deduce that for certain types of Hill’s equations solution 
branches must exist which connect two different bifurcation points. In chapter 3 
we study the problems of Bailey [l] and B erestycki [2] from our point of view 
and derive results which yield somewhat more information than provided in 
[I] and [2], e.g., in the case of Sturm-Liouville problems for (1.2) we are able 
to prove the existence of an infinite sequence of “characteristic intervals” which 
are centered at the characteristic values of the associated linear problems. 
Each of these intervals has continua of nontrivial solutions bifurcating from it 
which consist of solutions (A, y) such that all such y have the same number of 
zeros in (0, v), and furthermore the set of all these continua (bifurcating from 
the same characteristic interval) is an unbounded set. This constitutes an improve- 
ment upon Beristycki’s result [2]. We al so allow a more general Lipschitz 
condition but cannot conclude that every characteristic value of the linear 
problem is contained in some characteristic interval from which nontrivial 
solutions bifurcate. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We consider the operator equation 
u = F(h, 24) (2.1) 
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in the real Banach spa’ce E with norm jl * 11, where F: R x E + E is completely 
continuous and satisfies 
F(h, 0) 3 0. (2.2) 
By a solution of (2.1) we mean a pair (X, u) such that (2.1) holds. The solutions 
(h, 0) will be termed trivial. An element (h, 0) will be called a bifurcation point 
for (2.1) if every neighborhood of (h, 0) in R x E contains a nontrivial solution. 
We let g = {h E R: (X, 0) is a bifurcation point for (2.1)). We shall assume that 
F satisfies: 
F(h, U)EL4U + #(A, u) + Y(X, u), (2.3) 
where A is a compact linear operator and 2: R x E -+ 2” is such that for each 
6% 4, 0 E 2% 4, qh, > u is closed, bounded and starlike with respect to 0 
and positive homogeneous with respect to u, that is, +%?(X, ZJ) C s(A, mu), for 
7 > 0. It will be assumed that r: R x E -+ 2E satisfies r(X, u) = o(il u 11) uni- 
formly on compact X-sets. In addition, it will be assumed that &’ is completely 
continuous. By this we mean that the graph of &‘, (((A, zc), v): 2;’ E &“(A, ZL)~ is 
closed in R x E x E and Uc,+U)EB P(h, ) u is p recompact for any bounded set 
BCRxE. 
We view the “linearization” of (2.1) at (h, 0) as the problem 
z.! Ex4u + 2qh, u). (2.4) 
Notice that (h, 0) is always a solution of (2.4) and that, if (h, u) solves (2.4) then 
so does (X, vu) for rl > 0. The set of “characteristic values”, & associated with 
(2.4) is defined by 
.Z = (h E R: (2.4) has a nontrivial solution (X, u)>. 
Of course, the choice of the set-valued map Z for a given map F is not unique 
and consequently, neither is the set .Z. However, since 0 E Z(h, u), it is easily 
seen that the set 
Za = (h E R: u = Mu has a nontrivial solution ~1 
is contained in 2, that is, the characteristic values of d are always contained in E. 
In spite of the apparent nonuniqueness of the set valued map ~8’ it is clear 
that there is a unique minimal map Z associated with each F that satisfies (2.3). 
Using ideas of Szostak [17] we may alter some of our assumptions on Z. 
For example, if % is independent of h but is still star-like valued with respect to 0 
(though %[u) need not be closed) positive homogeneous (but not necessarily 
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completely continuous), then Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.2 below remain valid 
if we defined .Z by 
If A“ happens to be completely continuous then the two definitions of Z are 
equivalent. Note also that in either case, .Z is closed. 
In [18], Turner has considered the problem of bifurcation in the absence of 
differentiability conditions. He considers equations having the special form 
B = AG,u + G,(A, u)u ze F(h, u) 
where G, is a compact linear operator and, for each (A, u), G,(h, u) is a compact 
linear operator. In addition, F is assumed to be completely continuous. In the 
case that G1 does not depend on A, we may write 
F(X, u) E XG,u + t%‘(u) 
where Y;“(u) = (a: v = sG,(tu)zc, 0 < s < 1, 0 < t < l}. It is easy to see that 
A&’ is star-like with respect to 0 and positive homogeneous for n > 1. It will 
be seen that positive homogenity is required in the following theorems 
only for large 7. Using the latter definition of A’, one easily verifies that our 
“spectrum”, Z, is contained in the spectrum used by Turner [18]. Thus, in the 
case that Gr does not depend on A, Turner’s [18] results will follow from ours. 
We first establish a necessary condition for bifurcation. 
LEMMA 2.1. 9 C 2. More precisely, ;f X # .Z then there exists a neighborhood 
of (h, 0) in R x E containing only trivial s&&ions of (2.1). 
Proof. Suppose X $2 and that the assertion is false. Then there exists a 
sequence {(An, x,J> such that (A,, x,)? (A, 0); X, # 0, and x, = P(A, , x,J, 
n = 1, 2,... By (2.3), there exists W, E @(A% , x,), z, E r(AYZ , x,) such that 
Lett.ing V~ = x+J] x, I] we obtain 
‘% = LAv, + u, + r, P-5) 
where r,, + 0 and u, E Z’(& , w,). 
Using the complete continuity of A and ti we may deduce the existence of a 
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subsequence (which relabel as the original sequence) such that all terms in (2.5) 
converge, say v, + v, ([ v jl = 1, u, + u and 
v=AAv+u, 
where u E %(A, v), contradicting that h 6 2. 
Sufficient conditions for the non-emptiness of @ are given by the foIlowing 
result which is a version of the Rabinowitz bifurcation theorem [I4J for equations 
which have set-valued variational equations of the form (2.4). Denote by Y the 
closure in R x E of (A, X) E R x E: x = F(h, x), x # 0). If h E ZA and j 
a positive integer, let N(1- XA)i d enote the null space of (I - k/I>‘. The 
multiplicity of such a X is the dimension of the subspace (Jzl N(1 - M)j. 
By a continuum in R x E we shall mean a closed, connected set. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let a, b E R\.X and assume that [a, b} contains a78 odd number 
of elements of .ZA , counting multiplicity. Then .9? n [a, b] # 0. Let 4 = (C is 
a szlbcontinuum of ([a, b] n 9) x (0} u 9’ which meets ([a, b] n 9) x (O>>. Then 
either 
6) K = by: C is unbounded, or 
(ii) there exists C E $9 such that C meets (R\[a, b]) x (0). 
Even though the proof of this result closely follows the proof of Rabinowitz’s 
theorem [14], enough technical difficulties present themselves to justify a 
detailed discussion. We first need an analogue of lemma 1.2 of [14]. Let a* = 
inf ,Z n [a, bj and b* = sup Z n [a, b]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that neither (i) nor (ii) of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then theve 
exists a bounded open set iJ C R x E such that [a*, b*] x (0) c 0, a0 n 9’ = o 
and 6 contains no trivial solutions other than those in (a* - E, b* + e) x {O), 
where E < min(a* - a, b - b*). 
Proof. It follows from the complete-continuity of F that x is compact; 
Let A’ = [a*, b*] x (01 U K. Clearly A’ is connected and so A = ri” = 
[a*, b*] x (01 u E is compact and connected. A is the maxtial connected 
subset of [a*, b*] x (0) u 9’ containing [a*, b*] x {O) since any larger one 
could be assumed to be closed and hence a subcontinuum in [a*, b*] x (01 u ;sP 
meeting [a*, b*] x {O} and thus one of the C’s. We now show that A n 
(R\(a* - E, b* + e)) x (0) = @ where E < min(a* -- a, b - !I*):). If not, then 
there exists (A, 0) E A with h E R\(a* - E, b* $- e). We now apply lemma 1.1 
of [14] to obtain a subcontinuum T of A meeting [a*, b*] x (0) and meeting 
(A, 0). Since T C A C [a*, b*] x (0) u 9’ we have contradicted (ii). Hence 
6, = distfd, (R\(a* - E, b* + e)) x (O}) > 0. Now let U be a S-neighborhood 
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of A with S < 6, . Let D = u8 n 9 and B = aU, n Y. By construction A 
and B are disjoint closed subsets of the compact set D. We se lemma 1.1 of 
[14] again: either there exists a subcontinuum T of D meeting both A and B; or 
D = DA u DB where DA and Ds are disjoint compact subsets of D containing A 
and B respectively. The first alternative cannot occur since A is the maximal 
connected subset of [a*, b*] x (0) u Y containing [a*, 6*] x (0). Now let 
0 = ((A, x): dist((A, x), DA) < e) n U, , where E < dist(D, , Ds). If (A, 2) E 
30 n Y then (A, X) E U8 so (A, X) E D. Either (A, X) ED,, or (A, X) E Ds . Both 
possibilities yield a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. If the result is false we obtain a bounded open set 
0 as in lemma 2.3. Let 9, = {u E E: (A, U).E 0). By the homotopy invariance 
property of Leray-Schauder degree and the fact that a0 n 9 = m we have 
that the Leray-Schauder degree 
is well-defined and independent of h E [a* - E, b* + e], for E > 0 small. For 
A E [a, a*) u (b*, bl, (A, 0) is an isolated solution of (2.1). Hence there exists 
p(h) > 0 (for such A) such that (A, 0) is the only solution of (2.1) in (A} x Boo) , 
where B, = (u E E: /j u 11 < p). Let p(h) = p(a) for h < a and p(h) = p(b) for 
X > b. By choosing p(a) and p(b) small enough we get B,u) n 6A 
h < a and X >, b. Thus, exactly as in [4], we obtain 
= : ~3 for 
- 
d(I - F(& .), B,\B,cn, , 0) = 0, h E [u, a*) u (b*, b]. 
Hence 
d(I - F(u* - E, -), O,,, , 0) = d(I- F(a* - E, *), COas--E\&a*--Ej , 0)
+ 41 - F(a* - E, .), &,(a,-,, , 0) 
= d(I - F(a, -1, %(a) , 0). 
Similarly 
d(I - F(b* + E, .), G*+e , 0) = d(I - F(h -), BP(a) , 0). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
We next consider the Leray-Schauder degrees (2.6) and (2.7). To compute 
(2.6) consider the vector field 
h(t, u) = u - tF(u, u) - (1 - t)u Au, 0 < t < 1. w3) 
If p(u) is chosen sufficiently small, h(t, ZJ) will not vanish on aB,(,) ; for if not 
there exists sequence {Us} with u, -+ 0, u, # 0, and {tn} C [0, I] such that 
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q4-z , u,) = 0, n = 1, 2,.... Letting ‘i!, = u,,/l\ u, 11 we have ‘i;, = 
t,(W %J>/il %t II + (1 - aa A% . SinceF(a, 213/i/ 24, I/ E a AU, + Zjff, ;o.~) + 
~(a, u~),QI u, I/, we have, by a standard compactness argument, that tn -+ % and 
V, + v (we have relabeled a subsequence) such that 
w E a Aw + W(a, w) c a Aw + Tqa, w). 
On the other hand; a # Z which implies ~1 = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, by the homotopy invariance for Leray-Schauder degree, 
if p(u) has been chosen sufficiently small. Similarly, 
4f- F(b, -1, &to) , 0) = 4-f - b.4 &,Q,) , 0). 
It is well known, see e.g. [9], that 
d(l - bA, Bpfaj , 0) = (-l)a d(l - UA, QnJ , 0), 
where /3 is the sum of the multiplicities of the characteristic values of A which 
are contained in [a, b]. The latter, by assumption, is odd and since d(l--bA, 
B p(b) , 0) = f 1 it follows that 
0 f 41 - W, -), B,,oA , 0) = --d(l - F(n, .), B,(,, , 0). 
This contradicts that d(l - F(h, .), 8,, , 0) is independent of A and proves the 
theorem. 
We next provide some simple finite dimensional examples to illustrate theorem 
2.1. 
EXAMPLE I. Consider the scalar equation 
Here A = 1, ,J?YA = (1) and %(A, U) may be taken as [O, ! u I]. It is easy to see 
that 2 = [0, 27 and g = {0, 2) = Z. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the scalar equation 
1 
7.4 = Au + 21 sin - 
U 
Here =@% u) = [--I u 1, I zc 11, 2 = [O, 21, and.% = Z. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let K denote the Cantor ternary set in [0, l] and let h: [0, l] ---t 
[0, I] be such that h-l(l) = K (see [5, Car. 4.21). Let g: [0, l] + [0, l] be given 
byg(h) = (1 - h)lz(h). Extendg to R byg(h) = 1 if h < 0 andg(h) = 0 if h > 1. 
Consider the scalar equation 
24 = Au + g(h)u. 
Again B = I and ZA = (1). We may let 
and obtain Z = [0, 11. It is easy to see that 98 = K. 
From examples 1-3 we see that the set of bifurcation points 9?, though closed, 
need not have any additional topological structure. The next example shows 
thet 99 may be be empty even though .ZA contains only simple characteristic values 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the two-dimensional system 
One checks that if h is real the system has no nontrivial solutions, hence 99’ = 0. 
Here A = (‘, $!a) and ZA i (1, 2). We let 
where B = (,$ -A”). It is easy to check that Z = [l, 21. 
Example 4 also provides a good example of how the approximation arguments 
employed by Berestycki [2] can fail if unbounded continua do not exist. 
Consider the family of problems 
0 ,( E < 1. For E > 0 the second term is o((zS + ~a)l/a) as U, “J ---f 0, hence 
Rabinowitz’s theorem [14] may be applied. For E > 0 one may show that the 
set of solutions (h, u, 21) must satisfy 
and thus as E -+ 0 the nontrivial solution branches collapse onto the h-axis. 
When applying Theorem 2.2 it is of interest to know which alternative of the 
theorem may occur. The following result provides sufhcient conditions which 
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prevent the second alternative from occuring. In fact, it provides much more 
information about the bifurcating continua. The result to follow together with 
Theorem 2.2 will form a basis for the study of nonlinear boundary value problems 
in the sections to follow. We begin with a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 be a nonmpty open subset of E such that t0 C 0 for t > 0. 
Assume that (2.1) has no nontkial solutions (X, u) with u E M. In addition, let 
a, b E R\Z, [a, b] n Z f 0, and assume that every rzontriz~ial solution zc of (2.4) 
with X E (a, b) n 2 lies in 9. Then there exists E,, > 0 with the property that if (2.1) 
has a solution (X, u) f [a, b] x (BEJ{O)), then u G (?. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a sequence ((& , U& of 
solutions of (2.1) such that h, E [a, b], U, # 0, u, $ Ln and U, -+ 0. Letting 
Us = ur,/l] u, 11 we may, using arguments similar to earlier ones, obtain a solution 
z’ of (2.4) with A E (a, b) n 2, /I ‘L’ jj = 1, as a limit of a subsequence of (zJ~]. 
Since z, E @, it follows that z~, = u,~/I~ U, I/ E & for arbitrarily large n and thus 
U, E 0 for such n, a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let a, b, and 8 be as in lemma2.4 and let there exist another 
nonempty open set U C E zuith the pr-operrties tU C Ufor t > 0,O $ U, 0 n lJ = @, 
and such that if u = F(A, zc), u f 0, then u $3 .V but u E 6 U U. In addition 
assume that ;f (2.4) has a solution (h, u) zuith u f 0 and X E (R\[a, b]) n 2 thm 
u E U. Then if l3 n [a, b] - ;L G and if C is an-v subcontinuum of (B n [a, b] x 
{O> U 9’ meeting (B n [a, b]) x (O}, then CC (R x 6) u {[a, b] x (0). 
Proof. Without loss in generality we may assume that 0 # 0. Let C be such 
a continuum, and define 
A = C n ((Ii x 0) u [a, b] x CO>} 
B = C n ((Ii x U) u (R\[a, b]) x {Oj]. 
Then C = A u B since if (h, u) E C then either u = 0, u E 6 or 21 E li. 
Also A n B = 0. We next show that both rZ and B are closed in C with 
respect to the relative topology. Suppose therefore that ((An , x,& C A and 
@n > x,J -+ (h, X) E C. Clearly x E 6j so either s E 9, in which case (h, X) E A, or 
x E aU and hence z = 0. But, in this case, if h E R’,[a, b] then X, E R\[a, b] and 
hence X, E 0 for large n. This implies (X, 0) is a bifurcation point with h E Rj,[a, b]. 
But then, by Lemma 2.4 applied to 77, x, E U for large n. Since U n @ = g 
there is a contradiction. Hence in the case where x = 0 we must have h E [a, 61. 
Hence (h, X) E A. 
Now suppose (h, , x,) E B, n = 1, 2 ,..., and that (h, , x~) --> (h, X) E C. 
Again it is clear that x E i7. If 3r: E U we are done. If x E 277 then, since x E C, 
x = 0. Thus, if X G R\[a, b], we are done so we may suppose )I E [a, b]. ‘Tf 
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h E (a, b) then h, E (a, b) for large n so x, E U for large n. This, together with 
lemma 2.4 and 0 n L/r = O, produces a contradiction. Hence we must have 
h = a or X = b. Assume h = a. Since (a, 0) is not a bifurcation point for (1) 
it must be the case that x, = 0 for all large n. But (h, , x,) = (h, , 0) E C _C Y 
and X, -+ a again contradicts that a $23. This completes the proof that B is 
closed. Since C is connected it follows from lemma 2.4 that B must be empty. 
Several remarks concerning Theorem 2.5 are in order. First we emphasize 
that Theorem 2.5 is new even in the differentiability case where it provides a 
trivial proof of Theorem 2.3 Rabinowitz [14]. Notice that no multiplicity 
assumptions are required in Theorem 2.5. It is apparent that if one can find 
open sets 0 and U satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5 then one can rule 
out alternative (i) in Theorem 2.2. We will use the nodal properties of solutions 
in section 3 to construct these open sets for the nonlinear Sturm-Liouville 
problem. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter we consider nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problems where we 
do not assume that the nonlinearity is differentiable in the usual sense. Such 
problems have been considered by Bailey [I] an d more recently by Berestycki [2]. 
Let 9 be the Sturm-Liouville differential operator 
LYU = -(pu’)’ + qu (3.1) 
where p is positive and continuously differentiable and 4 is continuous on [0, ~1. 
We impose the separated boundary conditions 
where 
b,u(O) + C@‘(O) = 0 
b,u(?T) + cp’(.rT) == 0, 
(b,2 + co”) (b,2 + c12) > 0. 
(3.2) 
Let a be a positive continuous function on [0, z-1. We consider the equation 
5?u = hau + h(f, u, a’, A) (3.3) 
subject to the boundary conditions (3.2). 
Assume that h satisfies h = f + g, where 
(3.4) 
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whenever j 21 1 + 1 z1 / < 6, t E [0, 7;1, X E R, and / g(t, u, U, A)\ = o(l u 1 + / v 1) 
uniformly in t E [O, ] Z- and X in compact sets. We note that these assumptions, 
with K = 0, are those assumed in [2]. 
If we assume that X = 0 is not an eigenvalue of 9u = huu then we may 
invert (3.3) and obtain the integral equation 
u(t) = X f G(t, 4 44 44 d-s + j” G(t, s) h(s, u(s)7 u’(s), A) as (3.5) 
0 0 
where G is the Green’s function associated with 9u = f and the boundary 
conditions (3.2). Consider the equation (2.5) in theBanach spaceE of continuously 
differentiable functions u satisfying (3.2) where !j u/j = maxIo,,] 1 u(t)\ f 
max[sV,l \ u’(t)l. Let the operator ,4: E -+ E be defined by 
(Au)(t) = in G(t, s) a(s) u(s) ds 
andr: R x E+Eby 
I-(X, u)(t) = fn G(t, s) g(s, u(s), u’(s), A) ds. 
0 
The operator A is compact in E and has characteristic values A, < A, < 
&3 < . . . <A, < . . . which are the eigenvalues of the linear Sturm-Liouville 
problem YZJ = hau subject to (3.2). 
The map r(X, U) = o(ll u 11) um ‘f ormly on compact h-sets. Let a, = min~o,,~ a(s) 
and define %(A, U) as follows: X(h, U) = {V E E: ZI = Ah where h is ameasurable 
function on [0, V] satisfying a, 1 h(s)\ < M I u(s)1 + K 1 u’(s)\, 0 < s < ~1. 
In the following lemma we show that A?’ satisfies the conditions required 
in section 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each (X, u) E R x E, H(X, u) is starlike with respect to 0, 
closed, axd bounded. The map (X, u) + Z(h, u) is po&+e homogeneous in u and 
compbte<v continuous. 
Proof. The only nontrivial assertion is the complete continuity of 8. We 
note that the closedness of X(h, u) follows from the argument that A?’ is upper 
semicontinuous, which follows. Let (A, , u,) -+ (A, u) in R x E and let ZI, G 
#(A, , un) satisfy v, -+ v. We show v E &‘(A, u). Since V, = Ah, where 
a, I h,(s)\ < M / U,(S)\ + K j u;(s)\, we may regard fh,J as a bounded sequence 
in L2(0, v). Since bounded sets in L2 are weakly compact, we may assume a 
subsequence (which we relabel as the original sequence), which converges 
weakly in E2, h, -+’ h. It is not difficult to see that a, \ h(s)\ < M ( u(s)1 + 
9513313-3 
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K 1 u’(s)/ a.e. so we may as well assume this relation holds for all s. Since for 
each fixed t, 
v(t) = lim j” G(t, s) a(s) h,(s) ds = L= G(t, s) a(s) h(s) ds, 
n-+m 0 
we have that v = Alz, thus v E .@(A, u). 
Now we show that U(h,76~EB %(A, U) is precompact for any bounded set 
B _C R x E. Let {v,)E=r be any sequence in uoZT)EB X(X, 21). Then a, = Ah, 
where /z~ is a measurable function satisfying a0 1 &(s)l < M 1 u,(s)1 + K 1 u,(s)\. 
In particular (h,) is a bounded sequence of functions so (vpL> is uniformly bounded 
Also v;(t) = j; G,(t, s) a(s) hn(s) d s, so {vk] is uniformly bounded. The latter 
equality also implies that {VA> is equicontinuous. Thus {v$-~=~ is precompact 
in E. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let F: R x E -+ E be given by the right hand side of (3.5). Then F is com- 
pletely continuous and 
F(h, u) E AAu + %‘(A, u) + r(A, u) 
for /I u 11 < 6. We now turn to the problem of determining .Z. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a: = M/a0 then u,“=, [A, - 01, hk + CX] C Z. In case K = 0, 
thelz .Z = UF=“=, [A, - 01, A, + CY.]. 
Proof. Let h = A, + ta where ( t ( < 1 and let aB be an eigenfunction 
corresponding to A,. Then 
UT& = (A - ta) Au, = Mu, + A(-tau,). 
Since a0 I - toru,(s)[ < M j u,(s)1 < M I uR(s)J + K ( uk(s)I, uk E AAuk + 
&qx, Uk), so h E 2. 
Now suppose K = 0 and h E .Z. Then there exists a nonzero solution, u, 
of (2.3) corresponding to A: 
u = AAU + v, ZT E %(A, u). 
Multiplying both sides of the above equation by aliz we obtain 
where J = all%, 6 = arP-v and 
(Hz?)(t) = ln a(t)l12 G(t, s) a(s)ll” ii(s) ds. 
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H can be viewed as a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on La(0, 7~) and, if X # .EH = 
{A,}‘& ) u7 = (I - AH)- 16 so /Iii (lLa = \I(1 - AH)-% IILt. We have 
Hence 
5 _ al12v = alI2 
I r G(t, s) a(s) h(s) ds = H(aWz). 0 
!I 12 llL2 < IV - hN)-lH Ii II a1W2 /IL1 
SO 
1 < I/(1 - xH)-1E-I II -$ . 
Since H is symmetric on L2 we have (see e.g. Kato [g, p. 2731) 
Hence if X E Z\ZA then dist(X, ZA) < M/a, 
In the case K # 0, the L2-estimates used in lemma 3.2 do not yield much 
information about Z. In order to obtain information about E in thii case we will 
assumep(t) = 1 = a(t) in (3.1), (3.3). 
LEhQVIA 3.3. Assume p(t) E a(t) = 1 and K # 1. Y?zen ;f K < l/5-, &re 
exists fl > 0 and k, , a natural number, such that 
zn v, a) c u Pk - ak,Xk + b,l, 
k>$ 
where the closed intervals [A, - ak , A, + b,] are pairwise disjoint. 
Proof. Let A E Z\EA . Then there is a nonzero solution zc of (2.3): 
Then 
u = AAU + 0, where v E %(A, u). 
U” + (k- q)u = 12, a.e., 
where h satisfies / h(s)] < M 1 u(s)] + K 1 u’(s)] and z satisfies the boundary 
conditions (3.2). Since X # A, for any k we may write this Iast equation as an 
integral equation for 24: 
u(t) = j-z G(t, s, A) h(s) ds, 
0 
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G(t, s, X) being the Green’s function for the problem u” + (h - 4)~ = 0, 
subject to (3.2). Thus we obtain the following inequalities (in which 11 x llco E 
m=ostsa: I WI) 
II u l/m G = I G I W II * IL + K II u’ Ilm) 
II u’ IL < r I Gt I (M II u IL + K II u’ IL , 
where I G j denotes SUP~~,~<~ I G(t, s, X)1. Multiplying the first inequality by M 
and the second by K and adding one obtains 
M II u llm + K II u’ IL G 4M I G I + K I G I> Pf II ~1 IL + K II u’ IId 
Since u # 0 we obtain 
1 d m(M I G I + K I G I). (3.6) 
We now estimate I G I and I G, j. Recall that 
where W(h) is the Wronskian determinant of u and v and where u satisfies 
d + (A - q)u = 0 
u(0) = co , u’(0) = -4, 
and v satisfies 
d + (A - q)v = 0 
v(7r) = Cl , v’(Tr) = -41 
Using variation of constants we may write 
u(t) = (co2 + b,2/h)l/2 sin(P& + 0,) + & it q(s) u(s) sin ht/2(t - s) ds. 
Applying Gronwa.ll’s inequality, we obtain 
1 u(t)1 < (co2 + bo2/h)1/2 e* where Q = oz 1 q(s)1 ds 
s 
and x > 1. 
This last estimate can be put back into the explicit integral formula for u to 
obtain 
I u(t)1 < (co2 + l~z/X)l/~ (1 + 0 (&)) for X > 1. 
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Differentiating the formula for u we obtain the following estimate for j I’]: 
___ < (co2 + bo2/h)1/2 (1 + 0 (&I) I f4)l p/2 for h b 1. 
Similar estimates can be obtained for ZJ and V’ with (cl2 + b12,Q)1/2 in place of 
(cc;” + bo2/h)1~z. Hence 
I G I e & ((~1” + V/~(C,~ + M’W” (I + o (&)) 
i Gt IG , $(A), - ((Cl” +b,2/A)(C,2 + b ‘/h))l~” 1 + 0 ( (&)) w. 
Inequality (3.6) now assumes the form 
qg < Tr((cC + bl”/A)(C~” + 6f)*/x))1’2 ($ + K)(l + 0 (-&). (3.7) 
Using the expiicit formula for u, we can estimate the Wronskian at ;7: 
$$ = ((cl2 + b12/X)(c,2 + b~/A))‘f” [sin(N% + d(h)) + 0 (-&)I, 
where IimA+, .4(h) exists. Recall that the zero’s of lV(h)/‘P/” will be precisely 
the &‘s. Employing this last estimate of W(X),LV12, (3.6) becomes 
/ sin(A1~27r + d(h))\ < 77 (-$ + q1 + a(&)) + 0 (&). (3.8) 
Thus we have, for h > 1 
,Z C {A: X satisfies (3.8)). 
The conclusion of the lemma is apparent from the estimate (3.8). 
Hereafter we will assume K = 0 although we will return to the particular 
case discussed in lemma 3.3 in a later remark. 
It is well known (see e.g. [I 11) that, asymptotically, hlc-t co proportional to Pa. 
Hence there will be a first k, for which 
and F!, ~11 3 k,, - 1. We are now prepared to state our main bifurcation theorem 
for equation (3.2). Here, as in section 2, 9 is the closure of the nontrivial 
solutions (A, ~4) of equation (3.2) in R x E. 
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THEOREM 3.4. For each k > k, there exists a family V, of subcontinua of 
[(~g--(Y,~r,-t4n~ xCO>u~ meeting ([& - a, hl, + oz] n 9 X {0} and 
satisfying the alternatives of theorem 2.2. 
Proof. For k > k, the interval [A, - 01, A, + a] contains only the simple 
characteristic value A, . Now apply theorem 2.2 to [a, b] = [h, - (t - E, 
AIc + a + EJ, E > 0 small. 
Remark. Theorem 2.2 cannot, in general, be applied to give bifurcation from 
[X, - a, hj + a] for j < k, since overlapping may occur and force any choice 
of [a, b] to contain an even number characteristic values counting multiplicity. 
Recall example 4 of section 2. We are unable to obtain, via theorem 2.2, the 
result of Berestycki [2] that a bifurcating branch emanates from each [Ai - a, 
hj $- Lx]. 
We now return briefly to the equation U” + qu = Au + h(t, II, EC’, A), dis- 
cussed in lemma 3.3 where we assume K # 0. Employing the same proof as 
in theorem 3.4 we obtain, provided ?TK < 1, for each k > k0 (kO as in lemma 3.3) 
the existence of a family %?k of subcontinua of ([A, - aL , hli + b,] n 9’ x (01 U 9 
meeting ([Ax. - a, , he + b,] n 99 x (0) and satisfying the alternatives of theorem 
2.2. On considering various examples and in light of the results in [7], it is not 
apparent to us why K needs to be small for these results. 
Much more can be said about the family of subcontinua V’B using theorem 2.5. 
Let S, denote the set of functions u E E having exactly k zeros in (0, n) and only 
nodal zeros in [0, n]. It is well-known that each S, is open in E and clearly 
tS, C S, for all t > 0. By uniqueness of initial value problems for 9u = Xau + h 
no nontrivial solution of u = F(h, u) can be such that u E A!?, since u would have 
a double zero. Take U = ue+p e S . Let k, be the smallest integer such that 
[A, - 2a,Xk + 2~1 n [X,-2a,&+ 2011 = o for{, k 3 k, ,L#k. 
THEOREM 3.5. For each k > k, there exists a family %, of subcontinua of 
([Ak - O1,hk + a] nB) x (0) u Y meeting ([A2 - a, A, + a] n Gif) x (O} such 
that ;f k > kl 
(a) ucEwfi C is unbounded 
(b) every C E Q, lies in (R x S,) u ([Ak - or, Ale + a] x (0)). 
In particular C cannot meet any other [/\e - CX, & -(- a] x {O}. 
Proof. We first show that if u # 0 satisfies u E hAu + #(A, u) with X E 
[X,--,h,+oilandifh,<h,-22a:<hl,<XI,+2~thenu~U~~~,S,.To 
see this write (2.3) as 9u = Xau + ah, a.e., where j h(s)1 < 1 w(s)] or Peru = 
(A + h”) au, a.e., in s, where f K(s)1 < DI. Compare this last equation to 
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and 
Since 
9.w = Ajaw. 
hj < Xk - 2cu < h + tfi < A, f 2n < I\, 
we may apply the Sturm comparison theorem as stated in [2, lemma 31 to obtain 
the desired conclusion. Note that though 9’~ = (h + g(s)) a(s> u(s) holds only 
a.e., the arguments involved in the above version of Sturm’s theorem remain 
vaiied. If K > kI then every solution of (2.3) with X E CAP - 01, X, + a1 lies in S, . 
Now fix k > & and let 0 = S, and U = Uf+k S, . Clearly tU C U and 
Q n U = O. Since initial value problems with 0 initial conditions for 9u = 
Xau + h are uniquely solvable, every solution of F(h, U) = U, u $10, satisfies 
U$ NJ. Also if (2.3) h as a nonzero solution (X, U) with X E [Ii - [& - CX, 
hlc + ti] n ,Z then u E U. Theorem 2.5 completes the proof. 
We remark that, for k > k, , the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 is stronger 
than the result of Berestycki [2, theorem 31 in that every subcontinuum C E %‘k 
must be in (R x S,) u ([X, - 01, X, + a] x (0)) and thus none could meet 
(A\[& - a, A, + @I> x (0). 
As a further application of the theorems in section 2, we consider some 
special systems of nonlinear boundary value problems. Let A(t) and B(t) be 
continuous 71 x it matrices with real entries defined on the interval [O, a]. Let x 
denote the a-dimensional column vector and 1etL denote the differential operator 
(Lx)(t) = P(t) x’(t) + Q(t) x(t). (3.9) 
We shall assume that L is equal to its formal adjoint, i.e., 
P(t) + P’(t) = 0, P’(t) = Q(t) - Q=(t) (3.10) 
where ( )r denotes the transpose operation. 
Let M and N be 112 x n constant matrices and let Ux = IMx(0) + -+7x(a). 
and assume that M and N are such that for any x, y E Cr[O, a] such that U(x) = 
0 = U(y) we have 
j+‘(Lu)(t) - u(t) dt = Ia u(t) - (Lv)(t) dt. 
0 0 
Then the eigenvalue problem 
Lx =A.%, ux =o (3.11) 
has a countable set of real eigenvalues having no finite cluster point and there 
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exists an associated set of eigenfunctions which form a complete orthonormal 
system in P((0, a), P) = L2(0, a). Furthermore if X E R is not eigenvalue of 
(3.11) then there exists a Green’s matrix G(t, s, h) such that the operator A 
defined by 
is a completely continuous symmetric operator on P(O, a). Also, if x = Af 
then Ux = 0 and Lx = hx + f. For a more complete discussion of the above 
results, see e.g. Coddington and Levinson [4]. 
Since not much is known about the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of (3.11) 
we specialize to the case n = 2 and 
(3.12) 
together with the boundary conditions Ux = 0 given by 





0 0 i x(u) = 0 
obtaining what is usually referred to as a one dimensional (one space dimension) 
Dirac system. For such a system it is known, see e.g., Levitan and Sargsjan 
[1 1, chapter I, section 1 l] that all eigenvalues are of multiplicity one and satisfy 
the asymptotic formula 
h,=yn+s+O(;), n=&l,&2,... (3.14) 
where y > 0 and 8 are constants. 
Let us now consider the following nonlinear problem 
Lx = hx + h(t, x, h), ux = 0 (3.19 
where P is given by (3.12) and Q is a symmetric and continuous 2 x 2 matrix. 
We assume that /z = f + g, where 
I f (4 x9 All < J,f(h) Ix I for / x 1 < 6, t E [0, u] (3.16) 
and M(h) is a continuous function of h (here 1 . 1 denotes a norm in P). As 
before assume 
I g(t, x, 41 = o(l x I) as I x I +O, (3.17) 
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uniformly with respect to t E [0, a], and g in compact subsets of R. We further 
assume that X = 0 is not an eigenvalue of (3.11). Then (3.15) is equivalent to 
x(t) = h ja G(r, s) x(s) ds + J’ G(t, s) h(s, x(s), A) ds, (3.18) 
0 0 
where G(t, s) = G(t, S, 0) is the appropriate Green’s matrix. 
Let E = C([O, a], R”) n {x: Ux = O), w h ere for x E E, Ij x (1 = max[,*,l 1 x(t)/. 
Define-d: E-tEby 
(Ax)(t) = J” G(t, s) x(s) ds 
0 
r:RXE+Eby 
I+, x)(t) = s= G(t, s) g(s, x(s), A) ds 
0 
Then the characteristic values of A are the eigenvalues of (3.11) and r(X, x) = 
0(/l x 11) as j! x 11 -F 0, uniformly on compact h-sets. Let &@(A, x) = (u: v = -Fly, 
y measurable satisfying 1 >l(s)i < M(x) 1 x(s)l, 0 < s < Q). As before, SF satisfies 
the assumptions in section 2. Finally let F be defined by the right hand side of 
(3.18). Then F is easily seen to be completely continuous and 
F(X, x) cz X9x + %‘(A, z) + Y(X, x), j! x ;] < 6. 
The proof of the following lemma proceeds exactly as in lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.5. Z = {A: dist(;\, ZJ < M(A)). 
Combining this with the asymptotic formula (3.14) we see that it may well 
be the case that Z = R. Restricting M, however, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let M be independent of h and assume that M <, y/2 where y is 
given as in (3.14). Then there exists a natural number k, such that for ever-y integer k, 
/ k j >, k, , there exists a family %‘, of subcontinua of ([Ah - M, A, + M] n 9) x 
{O} v Y meet&g ([An: - M9 hB + M] n ~8) x (0) satisfying the alternatives of 
Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. Because of (3.14) and our hypothesis, there exists k. > 1 such that for 
/ k / > $ , the intervals [X, - M, A, + M] will be mutually disjoint. Since 
each such interval contains a simple characteristic value h, , the result follows 
from Theorem 2.2. 
Remark. Considering the asymptotic nature of the eigenfunctions of the 
associated linear problem (see e.g. [l 11) we may again, in certain cases, for large 
/ k \ rule out alternative (ii) of Theorem 2.2. To illustrate let us consider the 
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special case where Q(t) = 0, and [0, a] = [0, V] with boundary conditions 
xl(O) = 0 = x1(z). Th e characteristic values of the linearized problem are 
x = &k, k = 1, 2 )...) with associated eigenfunctions xk(t) = (sin Kt, -cos Kt). 
Let us assume also that h(t, X, h) = o(j x I) as / x / -+ 0 uniformly with respect 
to h in compact intervals and that k satisfies a Lipschitz condition 1 h(t, X, h) - 
n(t, y, h)j < N(h) 1 x - y I. We thus have thatg = ZA and also that the operator 
defined by the right hand side of (3.18) is a continuous mapping from Cl[O, 7r] 
to the Holder space PJ[O, ~-1 and h ence is a completely continuous mapping of 
Cl[O, n] to itself. We now view the equation in this space with the required 
boundary conditions on its elements, i.e., 
E = {x E C’[O, z-1: q(O) = 0 = X&T)), 
and as a norm we take 
In addition to the above we require that the second component of h satisfy 
We let 
h&, 0, x, , A) = 0, t E [O, VI> 4 E R. (3.19) 
0, = {(Xl Y 2 x ) E E: x1 and x, have only simple zeros in [0, ~1, 
x,(O) x2(n) f 0, ~~(0) X;(O) = sgn k, X, has exactly I kl + 1, x2 
has exactly 1 k 1 simple zeros in (0, V) and those zeros strictly 
interlace each other}. 
One easily checks that 0, is open in E and that ~0, _C 0, , p > 0. Furthermore 
it follows from the unique solvability of initial value problems associtaed with 
(3.15) that the only solution of (3.15) which belongs to 30, is the trivial one. 
Next let U, = ((x1 , xJ 6 E: (x 1 , x2) .$ fle , xl and x, do not have any common 
zeros). Again it is the case that U, is open in E. 0, n U, = ,B, pUk c U, , 
p > 0, and if x is a nontrivial solution of (3.15) then x E 0, u U, , also if x is a 
solution of (3.15) with x E aU, , then x = 0. Lastly if x, is an eigenfunction 
corresponding to X = m # k, then x, $0,) but xlc E 0, . We may hence apply 
theorem 2.4 and conclude that the continuum of solutions C, of (3.Q satisfies 
C,c n (R x (0)) = {(k, 0)} and C,\{(k, 0)) _CO, , and C, is unbounded. 
4. SOME REMARKS ON NONLINEAR HILL'S EQUATION 
In this section we present a further application of Theorem 2.5 to nonlinear 
Hill’s equations. Using the nodal properties of solutions of the linear Hill’s 
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equation we are able to deduce that if a double eigenvalue of the linear equation 
is not a bifurcation point of the nonlinear problem, then we may construct 
another nonlinear equation “close to” the given one which has the property 
that it possesses a solution branch connecting two bifurcation points. 
Let us once again consider equation (3.3) but now assume that all functions 
in that equation which depend upon t are r-periodic functions of that variable. 
We impose the periodic boundary conditions 
x(0) = x(2+ x’(0) = x’(7+ (4.1) 
It is well-known, see e.g. Eastham [6] or Magnus and Winkler [13] that the 
associated linear problem has an infinite sequence of characteristic values 
with associated eigenfunctions (&}Er having the properties: 
(i) & has no zeros in [0, P]. 
(4 h?92+1 and #sn+s have exactly 2~ + 2 zeros in [0, v). 
If it is the case that hsn-r = A,, , then +s,-i and & are linearly independent, 
i.e., h = A,, = As+-] is a characteristic value of multipiicity 2. Thus, 
even if / Iz(t, x, 3’, X)1 = o(] x j + j y I) as 1 .2 1 + / y j -+ 0 we cannot 
deduce that nontrivial solutions of (3.3), (4.1) will bifurcate from (A,, , 0). 
In fact, an example from Wolkowisky [19] (due to Moser), shows that there are 
equations of the form (3.3) with h as above which do not have any periodic 
solutions which assume both positive and negative values; we shall return to 
this example later in this chapter. On the other hand, if we make symmetry 
assumptions on the functions involved one can reduce the periodic boundary 
value problem to one that has previously been studied. Thus assume that the 
coefficients p, 4 and a are even functions of t and h satisfies (in addition to what 
is already assumed): 
h(-t, x, y) = h(t, x, y) = h(t, x, -y) = --h@, ---I, 3’) 
Let us consider first the boundary conditions 
this yields a problem of the type (3.1), (3.2) and the ,theory of chapter 3 may 
be applied, in particular theorem 3.4 (i.e. h need not satisfy a o-condition). 
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On the other hand if x is a nontrivial solution of (3.1), (4.2) and if we define 
and extend y n-periodically to R, then y will be a n-periodic solution of (3.1). 
Further if we consider the boundary conditions 
x'(0) = x'(n/2) = 0, (4.3) 







and extend y rr-periodically to R again obtaining a r-periodic solution of (3.1). 
Because of the nodal properties of the eigenfunctions and those of the eigen- 
functions of the linear problems associated with the boundary conditions (4.2) 
and (4.3) we may deduce via theorem 3.4 that (for n sufficiently large) each 
characteristic value A, will be contained in a closed interval which intersects S? 
and an unbounded branch of nontrivial solutions will emanate from it. Imposing 
additional requirements, such as those in Wolkowisky [19], additional properties 
of these branches may be deduced. 
If it is the case that ha,-, < A,, , for some n, then even in the absence of the 
symmetry assumptions made above we may deduce (if k satisfies a o-conditions) 
that both (A,,-, , 0) and (Aala, 0) belong to a. The question arises, whether the 
nontrivial solution branches which emenate from these bifurcation points must be 
unbounded also, as was the case for separated boundary conditions. The answer 
to this question is negative, in fact, there are equations (see below) for which 
A,-, < A,, and the solution branch emanating from (Azn-i , 0) connects up to 
(A,, , 0). To show this we use the example from Wolkowisky [I91 and some 
perturbation techniques. For completeness’ sake we state Moser’s example, 
see [19]. 
Let h(x, y) be a continuous function such that ~(Lv, y) > 0 if ;vy > 0 and 
h(x, y) = 0 if xy < 0. Then the equation 
xv = hx[l + h(x, x’)] = 0, (4-4) 
cannot have any nontrivial periodic solutions which change sign (see [19; p. 3991). 
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The characteristic values of the linear equation associated with (4.4) and the 
periodic boundary conditions (4.1) are 
X = 0, 1, 4 ,..., n2 ,... 
all of which, except the first are double eigenvalues. 
We next need the following perturbation result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that eqzration (3.3) subject to (4.1) is such that for some n, 
hip-l = Xzn . Then for every E > 0, there exist ?r-periodic continuous functions 
5, Q, s” with /p(t) - H(t)\ + / s(t) - s”(t)1 + I q(t) - g(t)1 < E, such that x,-, < 
I,, and I&.,-, - A,, 1 + 1 x2, - A,, 1 < E (here &,, andign are the 2n - 1st 
and 2nth characteristic values of (3.3), (4.1) with p, q and s replaced by 8, y”, & 
respectively). 
Proof. Let 0 < f < 1 and consider the family of equations 
where 
-(p,‘)’ + qsx = Asp 
p,(t) = fP@) + (1 - 5) 
SC(t) = BP) + (1 - n 
qc(t) = &4(t) + (1 - 5) cm 24 
and let h,,.+(S), h,,(t) denote the 212 - 1st and 2nth characteristic values of (4.5) 
relative to the boundary conditions (4.1). Then since p, and sg are bounded 
away from 0, since each problem (4.5) (4.1) is self-adjoint and since (4.5) depends 
analytically upon f, it follows from a result from Kato [S] that both A,,(~) 
and Aan are analytic functions of E. For 5 = 0 (4.5) reduces to Mathieu’s 
equation which is known to have only characteristic values of multiplicity one, 
i.e., X,,-,(O) -=c Ax,(O). S ince analytic functions may only have isolated zeros 
and A. zn-1(l) = X,,(l) it follows that there exists 6 > 0 such that for 1 - 6 < 
t -=c 1, &z-x(E) -c L(E). Th e result will follow once we show that, atleast for 5 
close to 1, we are justified in retaining the subscripts 2n - 1 and 211. This however 
follows easily from the nodal properties of the associated eigensohitions given 
above. 
Remark. If we denote by X = (p, q, s) w h ere p, q, s are continuous r- 
periodic functions with p and s positive, then X may be made into a metric 
space with metric d, where 
= *ng& I p(t) - f(t)1 + gy& I 4(t) - !%)I + $F& I 44 - WI* 
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It follows from lemma 4.1 that for each n the set A, = (fp, Q, S} E X: Xsn-i < 
A,,), where h,,-1 and A,, are the 2n - 1st and 2nth characteristic values of the 
associated problem (4.3), (4.1), is a dense open set (the openness is well-known 
[S]). Thus the set flz=r A, is a dense G6 set by the Baire Category theorem [5], 
i.e., the set of all Hill’s equations whose characteristic values (with respect to 
periodic boundary) are all of multiplicity one is a ‘generic’ set in the set of all 
Hill’s equati0ns.l 
Let us now embed equation (4.4) into the family 
X” + A(!$ - (1 - 6) cos 29 S( 1 + h(x, X’)) = 0, (4.6) 
then by lemma 4.1 given E > 0 there exists 6 > @such that if 1 - S < f < 1 
then .the 2n - 1st and 2nth eigenvalues of (4.6), (4.1) hs,+r , A,, are distinct 
and j Azn-, - n2 j, I A,, - n2 1 < e. Let E be such that [n2 - E, r12 + .z] does not 
contain any perfect square (besides n2), we claim that there exists for all small 
6, < 6 g E [I - 6, , 1) such that the continuum of nontrivial solution of (4.6) 
(4.1) emanating from (hzn-r , 0) must meet (A,, , 0). 
If this were not the case, there would exist a sequence (F&J, &,* + 1 as nz -+ co 
and continua CEml , CE, such that Cz-, n CFn = 0. 
Letting oM = {x: x E Cr[O, ~1, s satisfies (4-l), x has only simple zeros and 
has exactly 2n such in [0, P)}, then 0,, is open in the space Cl[O, P) n (x: x 
satisfies (4-l), further t~?&.~ C 02m , t > 0, and any nontrivial solution of (4.6) 
must belong to some O,, . We may therfore employ theorem 2.5 to conclude 
that both Cn 2n--l’,((X&--l , 0)) and CEL1,:{(Agt , O)] belong to @a% and because of 
theorem 2.2 both Cz-, and Cz must be unbounded. Hence both Cg-, and 
C,“:, must meet aB, , where B, = {(A, x): j X - nz / + 11 I jj < E>. We thus obtain 
a sequence ((P, xtiz)> of solutions which satisfy 
%& + A”(&& - (1 - &@) cos 2t) z.1,( 1 + /5(& ) XL)) = 0, 
with 1 h” - nz / + 11 x,, Ij = 6. U sm well-known arguments we obtain a con- . g 
vergent subsequence converging to a nontrivial solution (A, X) of (4.4) with 
1 h - ~2 I + I/ x /I = E and since (x,,,J C 0,, , it follows that x E Q,, contradicting 
that (4.4) has no periodic solution which change sign. 
Instead of the special equation (4.4) let us consider the nonlinear Hill’s 
equation 
-(PX’)’ + px = Am + k(t, x, id, A) (4.7) 
subject to the boundary conditions (4.1), where h is r-periodic with respect to t 
and satisfies 1 Jz(t, x, y)[ = o(I x 1 + j y I) as 1 x 1 + 1 y I+ 0. 
1 Our proof was motivated by an idea of R. Carlson (private communication) and the 
remark above is based on a note of Simon [la. 
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Assume that As,,-, = A,, ( c h aracteristic values of the associated linear problem) 
and that this vahre is not a bifurcation point for the above nonlinear problem. 
Then using the homotopy of the proof of lemma 4.1, and the ideas used above 
we may conclude that for all E sufficiently close to 1 X,,,(t) and A&[) will be 
bifurcation points of the equation 
-(p@c’)’ + q,x = hS$ + h(t, x, cc’, h) 
and the branches of nontrivial solutions must connect these two characteristic 
values. 
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